Committee, V and V co-leads

Here are the Agenda and Background Material for May 11, 2018 — 11:00 Eastern, 10:00 Central, 9:00 Mountain, 8:00 Pacific.

Connect information at end.

The discussion will be initiated by Tara Jensen on the Verification and Validation Workshop.

In addition, we will have information on the role of the UFS-SC in the August SIP meeting.

Update: With regard to Ligia’s discussion on CCPP governance, Ligia has advanced a governance model to OSTI.

Thinking about next week: Prompts

Working Groups

Brief description of what UFS-SC has been doing.

Is WG meeting?

What is WG doing?

Any actions from WG to the steering committee?

Definition of End-to-End System

Repositories
  - Testing: Handoff from Software to Science

Graduate Student Test:
  - Use case for end-to-end system
  - Advance Support (EMC, GMTB, WGs, Community, …)

EMC Public Release:
  - Select from NGGPS proposals to advance to next release.
    - Support
    - Capability, community contributions

NGGPS Proposals:
  - Use cases to advance repository
    = Choose Graduate Students for Graduate Student Test

Communications

Mailing List:

UFS / NGGPS “Portal”
FAQ
- Model: “Skeptical Science”? Hierarchical answers
- Sheets: for categorizations

- https://docs.google.com/document/d/15W3dQSaYR-O5GQxtj0UEtjTPdFSC3EwrOYxYtc5EbA/edit#